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The FWB Park Brown /UEBS NXD Academy is delighted to introduce its flagship NXD 
Development Programme for the 5th year. 

Last year the programme was launched and run online due to the pandemic. For 2022 we 
have taken the view that the programme should again be run online but that there will be a 
physical launch on Thursday 13th January 2022 when delegates can meet face to face and 
network over drinks and canapés before the learning and development sessions commence 
online monthly from Thursday 20th January 2022.

The global pandemic added a level of complexity that saw Boards grappling with unforeseen 
challenges on an unprecedented scale, and many NXDs were forced to face crisis situations 
while also searching out new opportunities as their companies tried to survive. Beyond the 
pandemic, the role of NXDs is likely to be even more important in helping to ensure the 
future sustainability of businesses, reshaping them to address societal shifts and planning 
for economic recovery.

As with our previous programmes, our 2022 course has been designed to be highly practical, 
and will address the key issues facing Boards and NXDs. Led by experienced Chairs and 
NXDs, it is aimed at those interested in all types and sizes of organisation - listed, private, 
entrepreneurial, SMEs, public sector and not-for-profit. Each session is interactive with 
small group activities and real-life case studies, together with plenary Q&A and discussion. 
These sessions have been designed to allow plenty of time for interaction and active learning 
in all areas. Whilst each session has a main topic, the discussions and questions will be wide-
ranging. 
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The Sessions
A practical series covering key NXD issues led 

by experienced Chairs and NXDs

Thursday 13th January 2022  6-8pm

Covid restrictions allowing, a physical networking meeting for all delegates to 
meet face to face and network over drinks and canapés, with a guest speaker.

The venue will be The University of Edinburgh Business School, 29 Buccleuch 
Place, Edinburgh EH8 9JS, taking all social distancing requirements pertaining 
at the time into account.

There will be a guest speaker to lead an interactive discussion but the main 
objective is for delegates to meet each other face to face before the learning 
and development sessions start online the following week.

Cost: £20 

To register for this networking event, please click here.

Programme Launch: Networking 
Event with Guest Speaker

TimeCost Venue
£90 per session

 20% discount for all 
six sessions

All sessions will be:

 6 – 8pm

Details of Zoom joining 
instructions will be 
sent in advance of 

each session to those 
registered. 

To register for any of the online sessions please click here.

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/nxd-programme-launch-tickets-200799204827
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/non-executive-director-programme-2022-tickets-200743046857
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Sessions 1 & 2
The Board: Structure, challenges and 

evaluation – what every NXD should know

“If you are going to make just 
one investment in your personal 
development this year, choose this 
programme. It offers leading Chairs 
and NXDs at the top of their game 
and crucially willing to share; the 
structured format delivers relevant, 
concentrated insights and the online 
format offers maximum efficiency.  
Finally, you will never conclude a 
session without the opportunity to 
connect offline with experienced 
fellow participants.
– A 2021 Delegate
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Session 1
The Role and Importance of the Board Committee Structure
Thursday 20th January 2022 6-8pm

With so many pressures coming from regulatory 
bodies and shareholders, and with no shortage of 
items on corporate agendas, members of a board 
need to make the most efficient use of their time. 
The committee structure provides a sound platform 
to deal with specific issues that require specialised 
areas of expertise. The committees divide the work of 
the board into manageable sections and their charter 
outlines the duties, responsibilities and expectations 
of each. Directors who sit on several committees 
can share helpful information, which alleviates issues 
with information segregation, and multi-committee 
directors tend to have a range of expertise in several 
areas.

This session will focus on the Audit and Remuneration 
Committees, two of the most important and high 
profile Board committees.

From a Remco perspective, we are living in a time of 
unprecedented scrutiny of executive remuneration, 
and those on the committee must balance two factors 
– attracting (and retaining) the right talent whilst also 
motivating them to deliver stakeholder value. The 
Companies Act requires Remuneration Committees 
to explain how they have taken on board broader all-
employee pay and conditions when setting executives’ 
remuneration, and regardless of whether the economy 
is in a downturn or not, the challenge remains on how 
to reward executives for meaningful performance in 
the delivery of their company’s strategy. 

Biography
Ian Steele
A CA, Ian’s career has spanned EY, The British Linen Bank, Touche Ross, Rutherford Manson Dowds and 
Deloitte. He retired as Senior Partner for Deloitte in Scotland and Northern Ireland in 2015 and prior 
to retiring, had been on the UK Board of Deloitte LLP for over eight years. Ian was a Corporate Finance 
Advisory Partner with Deloitte and was Head of Global Advisory for several years. He is on the Advisory 
Board of Visible Capital, a B2B fintech company working in the wealth management sector; a Non-
Executive Director of STV plc, a Main Market media company, where he Chairs the Audit Committee 
and is a Member of the Remuneration and Nomination Committees; and Chairman of Iomart Group plc, 
an AIM Listed, Managed Cloud Services Business where he is a Member of the Audit, Remuneration and 
Nomination Committees.

Ian Steele

 
Those on the Remco therefore need to have the courage to drive what works best for the 
individual company in setting the right performance measures, the right level of ambition 
in targets, together with fairness and integrity if discretion needs to be used in evaluation.

The Audit Committee has a number of key challenges in today’s business world. Core to the 
committee’s responsibility is clearly financial reporting integrity, but the globally connected 
world in which companies operate— with its complex legal and compliance environments, 
integrated supply chains, cybersecurity risks, and unprecedented volatility— also requires 
audit committees to make sure their companies are built to operate in this increasingly 
complex and demanding business environment. 

Given this, the depth and breadth of the audit committee’s engagement is more important 
than ever. Covid restrictions allowing, it means spending time outside the boardroom, visiting 
company locations around the world, talking to people in their own offices and workplaces, 
and developing a first-hand point of view of the organisation’s culture, talent, controls, and 
more.

This session will be led by Ian Steele, an experienced NXD on UK listed Boards. Participants 
will discuss real case studies, focusing on appropriate courses of action to take as Members/
Chairs of each of these Committees, and how thereafter to advise and guide the Board on 
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There has never been a more important time for 
boards to assess their effectiveness. To fulfil their 
responsibilities, this is an area directors must be 
concerned about, including finding ways to measure it 
and being diligent about transparency with investors. 

Gauging and measuring the effectiveness of a Board 
are practical issues not generally documented and 
yet they are what existing and potential NXDs need 
to know. Issues such as roles, competencies, board 
meeting agenda and productivity, setting strategy, 
communication, potential crisis situations, challenging 
Chair-CEO relationships, boardroom dynamics, and 
diversity must all be managed. How can Boards and 
their NXD members determine how effectively they 
are meeting their responsibilities across these and 
related areas?

Every board member, not just the Chair, has a 
responsibility for improving leadership so that the 
board leads the organisation to success. It is up to 
each member to assess whether there is sufficient 
diversity in its widest sense, reflecting not just 
the organisation, but also its clients and broader 
stakeholder groups. Each member should ensure that 
the whole board performs as well as, or better than, 
expected, so that recruitment, member orientation, 
and board development become staples of the board 
as vital and ongoing activities.

Biography
Angela Seymour-Jackson 
Angela Seymour-Jackson is SID at Trustpilot following their IPO in March 2021, and NXD 
at Janus Henderson and Page Group, where she chairs the Remuneration Committees. 
She was Deputy Chair and SID at GoCompare Group and chaired the Remuneration 
Committee, and when the company was sold recently to Future plc, an online and print 
media and publishing businesses, Angela then joined their Board. She was until recently 
NXD at Rentokil Initial where she chaired the Remuneration Committee but recently came 
off the board after 9 years. Angela’s Board experience spans both listed firms in the UK 
and US, and private Venture Capital backed business. In her Executive career, Angela held 
senior sales and marketing positions at Aviva and Aegon and was CEO of RAC Motoring.

Angela Seymour-Jackson

However, all of this is possible only if the Board has the right skills, experience and knowledge. 
Boards are facing heightened scrutiny from investors and other governance specialists 
pushing for greater diversity in the boardroom, and increased investor and company interest 
in board assessments. An effective, experienced and diverse board is a strategic asset to any 
company and it is the responsibility of the Nominations Committee to ensure that this is 
the case and that a sound and effective succession plan is in place.

This session will be led by Angela Seymour-Jackson, a very experienced NXD across a wide 
range of sectors and businesses. Angela will explore through discussion and case study what 
makes Boards effective in an increasingly challenging and rapidly changing world, and how 
individual NXDs on a Board can and should contribute personally and practically. She will 
also cover the role and importance of the Nominations Committee in ensuring the business 
has the required skills and experience.

Session 2
Driving Board Excellence and the Nominations Committee
Thursday 24th February 2022 6-8pm
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Session 3
Private Equity: Opportunities, 

challenges and expectations

“This is a great programme from 
which I gained quality insights from 
experienced leaders across a variety 
of current and topical business 
matters that are being discussed 
around most boardroom tables.  The 
programme is valuable for all stages 
of the NXD journey with knowledge 
sharing amongst participants 
contributing significantly to the 
learning experience.
– A 2021 Delegate
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Session 3
Private Equity: Opportunities, challenges and expectations
Thursday 31st March 2022 6-8pm

The growth in private equity investment has continued 
to create opportunities for NXDs, and even if this 
should level off, the demand for those NXDs who 
can significantly add value to these investments will 
continue apace. 

So what differentiates NXDs in the public and private 
spheres and what do PE firms expect from those on 
their investee boards? This session will explore in detail 
the issues that PE firms consider when appointing 
NXDs together with the issues and challenges they 
will be required to address as Chairs and members of 
their boards.

Our guest speaker, Mark Kerr has spent over 25 
years in private equity, latterly heading up Lloyd’s 
Development Capital in Scotland. He has also been 
on the Boards of many companies across a variety of 
sectors both as Chair and NXD.

Mark will lead us through key areas for NXDs within 
the private equity sector. These will include: what PE 
companies are looking for in an NXD/NXC; the role of 
NXDs in scaling fast growth companies; preparing for 
acquisition/investment; NXDs’ roles in fundraising/
M&A/corporate events; dealing with Board changes; 
managing the crucial balance between adding value 
on strategic issues whilst ensuring strong governance 
frameworks are in place and followed; and, where it 
can go wrong.

Biography
Mark Kerr
After graduating in Maths and Statistics from The University of Glasgow then completing a 
Diploma in Actuarial Maths from Heriot-Watt University, Mark qualified and worked as an 
Actuary in Scotland and Spain with Scottish Provident. In 1995, after completing an MBA 
at Strathclyde Graduate Business School,  he joined 3i plc where he spent the next 15 years 
in Edinburgh, Aberdeen, Glasgow and Cambridge, investing in a range of sectors including 
healthcare, software, industrials and energy with his last two years as co-Head of Oil, Gas, 
and Power. In 2012 he moved to Lloyds Development Capital where he was responsible for 
sourcing, executing and managing their investments across Scotland. Investments included 
Ramco, CMS Enviro, PDG Helicopters, Duncan & Todd, Guardian Technologies, Darcy 
Technologies and Commsworld. Mark left LDC at the end of June 2021 to focus on his 
NXD roles including Chairman of Aberdeen Sports Village and is currently on the Boards 
of Todd & Duncan, Commsworld and PDG Helicopters. Happily married with 3 delightful 
daughters, Mark enjoys most watersports.

Mark Kerr

Mark will share his knowledge and experiences acquired over the last 25 years in Private 
Equity and lead us through relevant case studies/discussion topics that will be considered in 
small groups together with feedback sessions and Q&A to learn practical ideas and solutions 
to common issues.
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Session 4
Risk: The role of the NXD in a 

post-pandemic world

“Very comprehensive coverage with 
excellent linking of all of the key 
elements of NXD roles.  Enjoyed 
every session.
– A 2021 Delegate
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Whilst it has always ranked high on Board agendas, the 
pandemic has highlighted even more the importance 
of Risk Assessment for companies and in particular 
for NXDs.

There are many kinds of risk that are crucial to 
corporate survival and success, for example: 

Economic Risk, as markets fluctuate; Compliance 
Risk, which becomes more onerous as an abundance 
of laws and regulations continue to evolve and where 
non-compliance may result in significant fines and 
penalties; Security and Fraud Risk, as more customers 
use online and mobile channels to share personal 
data, there are also greater opportunities for hacking 
and data breaches, identity theft and payment 
fraud; Financial Risk, which can include credit issues, 
interest rate fluctuations, debt management and 
over-reliance on too few clients; Operational Risk 
such as natural disasters, server outages, employee 
mistakes; and Reputation Risk, that can stem from 
unhappy customers, product failure, negative press, 
and lawsuits.

These are all well documented and companies 
have been dealing with these regularly for many 
years, but there is also the broader fast changing 
global landscape of political risk – particularly when 
considering potential investment opportunities, trade 
agreements, terrorism threats, technology and IP.

Biography
Bill McCall
Bill has chaired over sixty Private Equity backed businesses and is a Chartered Banker and 
Chartered Fellow of the Securities Institute. He was elected as a Member of the London 
Stock Exchange in 1990 and was a Director of two merchant banks until setting up his 
own firm in 1999. He is currently the Principal of McCall & Partners, a strategic corporate 
finance advisory business and a Past President of The Chartered Banker Institute. He is the 
Editor of the McCall Research Pandemic Series and has significant experience in this area, 
advising Boards over the years on many aspects of risk.  

Bill McCall

Session 4
Risk: The role of NXDs in a post-pandemic world
Thursday 28th April 2022 6-8pm

How should NXDs advise Boards on strategies to deal with all kinds of risk - known and 
unknown?

This session will consider how NXDs can ensure they are kept aware of potential threats 
from different kinds of risk to their company boards and how they should advise them to 
ensure adequate planning and controls are in place in a fast moving and ever-changing 
global landscape. They need to understand it, deal with it as ever present, and mitigate it to 
an acceptable level, whilst all the time recognising that unexpected randomness will arrive 
from time to time as we have all recently experienced.

The session will be interactive, with case studies focusing on different aspects of risk, 
providing practical insights, strong robust debate and fresh learning to help add value to 
corporate boards. 
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Sessions 5 & 6
Environment, Social & Governance Considerations: 

Key concerns for all stakeholders

“This NXD programme has been 
quite simply the most rewarding 
investment in my development 
to date. The open sharing of 
expert challenges and successes 
is absolutely invaluable. This is 
experiential learning that you simply 
cannot gain from the text books. 
I haven’t yet attended an event 
without an immediate take away for 
implementation in my own business 
world. The content was brilliant 
but the quality of the speakers and 
attendees was remarkable. Global 
and national Leaders & achievers 
regularly in attendance.
– A 2021 Delegate
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Session 5
ESG: The new big challenge for Boards and NXDs
Thursday 26th May 2022 6-8pm

Public awareness around environmental and social 
issues is at an all-time high and society’s attention is 
now firmly fixed on humanity’s long-term impact on 
the planet and its ecosystems.

The question being asked today is “What is your 
company’s core reason for being, and where can you 
have a unique positive impact on society?” Now, 
more than ever, companies need good answers to 
these questions - ignoring ESG is no longer an option. 
With investors now willing to divert their capital 
away from funds that may be doing harm, either 
directly, or indirectly through supply chains, Boards 
and management teams are now reviewing their 
sustainability credentials and assessing what strategies 
they have, or need to have in place, as key stakeholders 
demand to know about the environmental and social 
impact of their company.

But how do NXDs help shape the business strategy 
and ensure it is aligned with customer expectations 
whilst reflecting the core values of the business? Any 
strategy will need to assess the long term, and NXDs 
need to ensure that all associated risks are taken 
into account, including environmental, physical, 
transitional and liability risks. Social impacts such as 
human rights, diversity and inclusion, and employee 
wellbeing are important also, as failings in these areas 
are not just morally problematic but can also lead to 
significant reputational damage. So NXDs need to 
take account of all associated risks and ensure policies 
and procedures are embedded across the business.

Biography
Amanda Young
Amanda is passionate about sustainability and the power to achieve positive environmental 
and social change through investment. During her highly successful career in the finance 
industry, she has built an exemplary reputation in the field of responsible and impact 
investment, operating at senior levels, with government, clients and the investment 
management industry.  Amanda will outline what Boards need to do to strategise across the 
ESG arenas and the role of NXDs in guiding these processes. 

Amanda Young

Consumers, especially younger people, are increasingly looking at sustainability as a 
differentiating factor, and businesses that live by their values and create the right working 
culture, good service delivery and a consistently strong reputation will undoubtedly flourish. 
So NXDs need to hold the board accountable for embedding the right culture, and ensuring 
corporate values are reflected at every level of the business and supply chain.
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The second session on ESG, having delved into the 
detail and challenges for companies in the previous 
session, will look at this from a Chair/NXD perspective 
of practical implementation. Our guest speaker, Rob 
Woodward is Chair of The Met Office, appointed by 
the UK Government to the role in 2018. In this role 
he oversees the growth of the Met Office’s global 
leadership in the provision of weather and climate 
services and the science that underpins them. These 
services help Governments, the public, industry and 
international partners achieve their goals through 
enabling protection, increasing prosperity and 
improving well-being. 

This gives Rob a unique insight into the challenges 
facing boards, not just in regard to climate change 
but also across the wider ESG spectrum and with 
his extensive NXD portfolio experience he has had 
to guide boards across a variety of sectors UK wide 
and globally on addressing the challenges corporate 
boards are facing. 

Rob will share with us his extensive background and 
experience and there will be interactive discussion 
and group sessions on specific issues facing Boards 
and how to address them as NXDs.

Rob Woodward

Session 6
ESG: Boardroom practicalities
Thursday 23rd June 2022 6-8pm

Biography
Rob Woodward
Rob is formerly CEO of STV Group plc and founding Trustee of the STV Children’s appeal. 
He led the turnaround of the company and positioned STV as Scotland’s leading commercial 
digital media company before leaving in December 2017 after 10 years at the helm. 
Prior to STV, Rob was Commercial Director of Channel 4 Television Corporation and on the 
main Board. He achieved a dramatic turnaround of legacy businesses, 4 Ventures, and built 
a set of successful new media and digital organisations. He drove Channel 4’s commercial 
businesses to significant profitability and led a number of initiatives focused on building 
non-advertising-based revenue streams. 
Rob was previously an MD of UBS Warburg and global COO of corporate finance in Media 
and Communications. He worked initially in the global Telecom team in both London and 
New York and latterly was the co-head of the European Technology Group. 
In addition to chairing The Met Office, Rob is also Chair of Court of Glasgow Caledonian 
University, the software company Blancco plc, marketing services company Ebiquity plc 
and Glasgow based media company Two Rivers Media Ltd. 
He was appointed by the Scottish Government as founding Chair of the Developing Young 
Workforce Group, which is leading work to support employer involvement in developing 
Scotland’s young workforce, stepping down from this role in 2021. He is also a Commissioner 
of the Northern Lighthouse Board. 



Professor John Amis
University of Edinburgh Business School

John joined the University of Edinburgh Business School in July 2013 as Chair in 
Strategic Management and Organisation. He is Head of the Strategy Group, Co-
Director of the Centre for Strategic Leadership and former Director of the Doctoral 
Programme. John also has extensive teaching experience on MBA and Executive MBA 
programmes. He has carried out numerous Executive Development leadership courses, 
consulting assignments and sponsored research projects, predominantly focused on 
strategic change, across a range of organisations. These have included US Fortune 500 
firms, public and private sector Scottish companies, and large hospitals. His current 
empirical work is focused on issues of inequality, reforms to the Scottish civil justice 
system, and major change at a Scottish charity. He is past Chair of the Academy of 
Management’s Organisation Development & Change division. In addition to three 
books, John has authored over 80 journal articles and book chapters. His work has 
been published in leading journals including Academy of Management Review, Academy of Management Journal, 
American Journal of Public Health, Human Relations, Organisation Science, Organisation Studies and Journal of 
Change Management.

Judy Wagner CA FRSE
FWB Park Brown

Judy has been actively involved in executive search for over 20 years, recruiting at 
Senior Management and Board level – both Exec and NXD. A co-founder of FWB 
Park Brown, one of Scotland’s leading Executive Search firms, she has recruited across 
all sectors and functional areas, and advised many clients on Board composition and 
evaluation. She has been a Chair and Non-Executive Director in the Private and Not for 
Profit sectors, and coached throughout her career on career development, interviewing, 
presentation, networking and communication, including a significant amount of public 
speaking in these areas. A graduate of The University of Edinburgh and a member of 
ICAS, she sits on the Board of the Centre for Strategic Leadership of The University 
of Edinburgh Business School, the Advisory Board of Kelvin Capital and advises the 
Enterprise Fellowships for The Royal Society of Edinburgh. In 2016 Judy developed and 
launched The Executive Women’s Leadership Programme with Professor Susan Murphy 
of The University of Edinburgh Business School. This programme, which ran from 2016 to 2019, helped over 220 
women in Scotland progress their senior management and Board level careers, and has since been  launched for 
a mixed gender audience due to popular demand.  The network of delegates from this programme – Executive 
Women In Leadership – numbers over 220 senior women in business and covers all parts of the economy, providing 
a practical platform for learning, support, networking and influencing policy. Judy is also a Trustee of The Salvesen 
Mindroom Centre, a charity supporting all those with Neurodiversity Issues, and was elected a Fellow of The Royal 
Society of Edinburgh in 2021.

Programme Directors
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“[This programme] acts not only as 
a refresher course, but also as the 
generator of ideas, challenges and 

new thinking: shared experience 
is central to the workshops and 

provides endless food for thought 
from some of the best NXDs 

operating in this country today.  I 
thought the programme was well 

worth the time and effort and 
helped with a number of real issues 

I was dealing with in my portfolio of 
roles. It is relevant and thoughtful.

– A 2021 Delegate



For more information, please contact:

Professor John Amis
University of Edinburgh Business School

t: +44 7758 138971
e: John.Amis@ed.ac.uk

www.ed.ac.uk

Judy Wagner CA FRSE
FWB Park Brown

t: +44 131 539 7087
e: judy@fwbparkbrown.com

www.fwbparkbrown.com

“This course covered a broad range of 
content on the NXD and director 
role. It really helped me understand 
what to expect, whilst enabling me 
to conduct my own personal gap 
analysis. The bonus was networking 
with a great group of enthusiastic 
people.
– A 2021 Delegate


